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Drought 
Apalachicola, Chattahoochee & Flint (ACF) River Basin 
Fact Sheet 


What is a Drought? 
 
A drought is a prolonged period in which there is a serious shortage or deficiency of 
rainfall. Signs of drought consist of hydrologic indicators such as stream flow, rainfall, 
reservoir storage levels, and groundwater levels. Although there are numerous theories 
about drought cycles, based on historic data there is no reliable method for forecasting 
drought. 
 
What are Action Zones? 
 
Action Zones have been defined for each of the three major storage projects on the ACF 
-- Buford, West Point and Walter F. George. They are shown on the Lake Level 
forecasts charts found on the Mobile District Water Management homepage at 
http://water.sam.usace.army.mil. These zones are used to manage the lakes at the 
highest level possible while balancing the needs of all the authorized purposes. Action 
Zone 1 is the highest in each lake, and defines a reservoir condition where all authorized 
project purposes should be met. As lake levels decline, Action Zones 2 through 4 define 
increasingly critical system water shortages, and guide the Corps in reducing flow 
releases as pool levels drop as a result of drier than normal or drought conditions. The 
action zones also provide guidance on meeting minimum hydropower needs at each 
project as well as determine the amount of storage available for downstream purposes 
such as flood control, hydropower, navigation, water supply, water quality, and 
recreation. 
 
These zones were derived based on the past operation of the projects which considered 
time-of-year, historical pool level/release relationships, operational limits for conservation 
and recreational resource impact levels. The action zones are basic guidelines for 
operating the river system; however there may be other factors and activities that may 
cause the lakes to operate differently than the zones shown on the charts on the Water 
Management homepage. Some of these factors range from flood control actions, fish 
spawn operations, maintenance and repair of turbines, emergency situations such as a 
drowning and chemical spills, draw downs due to shoreline maintenance, releases made 
to free stuck barges, and other circumstances. 
 
The storage projects are operated to maintain their lake level in the same zones 
concurrently. However, due to the hydrologic and physical characteristics of the river 
system and factors mentioned above, there may be brief periods when one lake is in a 
lower zone than the other. If this occurs, efforts are made to bring the lakes back in 
balance with each other as soon as conditions allow. By doing this, impacts to the river 
basin are shared equitably among the projects. 
 
Zone Definitions 
 
• Zone 1 indicates that releases can be made in support of seasonal navigation (when 


the channel has been adequately maintained), hydropower releases, and water 



http://water.sam.usace.army.mil/





supply, and water quality releases. If the all lakes are in Zone 1 or above, the river 
system would operate in a fairly normal manner. 


 
• Zone 2 indicates that water to support seasonal navigation may be limited. 


Hydropower generation is supported at a reduced level. Water supply and water 
quality releases are met. Minimum flow targets are met. 


 
• Zone 3 indicates that water to support seasonal navigation may be significantly 


limited. Hydropower generation is supported at a reduced level. Water supply and 
water quality releases are met. Minimum flow targets are met. 


 
• Zone 4 indicates that navigation is not supported. Hydropower demands will be met 


at minimum level and may only occur for concurrent uses. Water supply and water 
quality releases are met. Minimum flow targets are met. 


 
Please visit the Mobile District website at www.sam.usace.army.mil to stay informed of 
Water Management and other Corps activities. 



http://www.sam.usace.army.mil/






Socioeconomics 


Purpose: The purpose of the proposed action is to update the ACF Water 
Control Manual to include current project operations under the existing 
congressional authorizations taking into account changes in basin hydrology 
and consumptive demands due to years of growth and development; 
new/rehabilitated structural features; and environmental issues. 


The EIS will analyze existing data sources to determine the impacts of 
implementing the Water Control Manual on economic resources. 


Resources and Areas of Potential Impact: 


• Recreation 
o Visitor Days 


• Hydropower 
o Megawatt Output 


• Navigation 
o Availability of 


Channel Depth 
• Flood Control 


o Flood Damages 
Prevented 


o Land Use Changes 


• Municipal and Industrial 
Water Supply 


o Demand Millions 
Gallons Day 


• Agricultural Water Supply 
o Demand Millions 


Gallons Day 
• Social Effects 


o Population 
o Employment 
o Income 


• Cumulative Effects 

























 
 
 
 


Appendix H 
Public Scoping Meeting Handouts 








  ___                                                                    Boating Hazards 
                    Apalachicola, Chattahoochee & Flint (ACF) River                       
                    Basin Fact Sheet Mobile District 


 Boating Hazards 
 


Our practice is to remove or mark known boating hazards (such as shoals, stumps, rocks, tree 
tops, and snags) within marked navigation channels. These hazards are marked with buoys or 
fixed signs. Where shoals and islands have vegetation visible above the normal pool elevation, 
signs or buoys are not installed. During drought conditions, periodic inspections of the naviga-
tional channels are preformed and any new known hazards marked. 
 
Outside of the channels, shoals, stumps, rocks, or other navigational hazards may be exposed 
or be lying just beneath the surface– creating potential hazards to boaters, water skiers, and 
swimmers. This is especially true during periods of lower than normal lake levels. The im-
mense number of potential hazards, along with constantly changing water conditions, prohibits 
the marking of hazards outside of navigational channels. 
 
Boaters are urged to use caution at all times but particularly when operating in unfamiliar areas 
of outside marked navigational channels.  Please obey posted signs, markers, and naviga-
tional aids– they are there for your safety. 
 
To keep you informed, the Corps has developed a “Drought Information” website at  
http://www.sam.usace.army.mil. Check it out for the latest lake level, projections, boat ramp 
closures, news releases, and more! 








  ___                                                             Inflows and Outflows 
          Apalachicola, Chattahoochee & Flint (ACF) River Basin        
          Fact Sheet Mobile District 


How does water get into our lakes?  
Water, a renewable resource, is con-
tinually recycled and returned to the 
eco-system through the hydrologic 
cycle (see diagram).  As weather sys-
tems move through, precipitation 
(typically rain in our area) is depos-
ited.  Rainfall is a major source of in-
flow into our lakes. However, rain 
does not need to fall directly over the 
lakes to increase lake levels.  Actually, 
much of the inflow into our lakes origi-
nates as runoff– rainwater that falls 
outside of the actual lake (but within 
the basin/watershed). 
 
Runoff follows the laws of gravity– it 
may run down slopes directly into a lake, or it may arrive indirectly such as by reaching a small stream 
or river that flows into a lake, or it may reach the lake under the surface because it soaked into the 
ground through percolation and became groundwater. 
 
In addition to rainfall, runoff, and groundwater, another very important source of inflow into our lakes is 
through upstream water releases.  These controlled releases at the dams can have a direct affect on the 
river and lake level below the dam.  These releases are very important as they provide power during 
peak demand periods as well as maintain water supply and water quality needs of the Apalachicola, 
Chattahoochee and Flint River Basin from Buford, Georgia to Apalachicola, Florida.   
 
At the same time water is coming into a lake, some of it is leaving– we call this outflow. Downstream 
water releases from hydropower generation are the most well known source of outflows. However, 
evaporation from the lake surface is a major means by which water leaves a lake.  Water also leaves a 
lake system by groundwater outflow as well as through consumptive uses such as water supply for mu-
nicipalities and industries. 
 
The difference between the amount of water coming into a lake (inflow) and the amount of water going 
out (outflow) is the determining factor in whether the water level will rise, fall, or remain stable. When 
several months of above-average precipitation occur with cooler, cloudy conditions that cause less 
evaporation the levels tend to rise. Likewise, hot, sunny, windy weather and prolonged drought condi-
tions result in lower water levels due to increases in evaporation and the decrease in inflows. 
 
Why are inflows significantly decreased during drought?  Because the ground is so dry that it acts like a 
sponge and absorbs rainfall before it can become runoff– which means less water reaching the lakes. In 
addition, the groundwater is typically reduced during a drought and it is not until the ground becomes  
resaturated that the runoff will significantly increase.  This is why lake levels are not affected as much by 
rain during a drought as compared to under normal weather conditions; it can take many months of 
“normal” rainfall to build the inflows back up to their normal level. 
 
 








What’s covered under the NEPA umbrella? 


The National Environmental Policy Act, 
Public Law 91-190 (NEPA)
Requires Federal agencies to consider impacts on the human 
environment from proposed actions and document 
environmental impacts during project planning. The Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations [40 CFR Parts 1500-
1508] and Engineering Regulation 200-2-2 [33 CFR 230] 
govern how NEPA is implemented by the Corps. 


The NEPA process provides a framework for compliance with 
other environmental statutory requirements. A list describing 
the most commonly applicable laws and policies for water 
resource projects is provided below. 


Anadromous Fish Conservation Act of 
1965, as amended (16 U.S.C. 757 et 
seq.) (AFC) 
Authorizes the Secretary of 
Commerce and the Secretary of 
the Interior to enter into 
cooperative agreements with States 
and other non-Federal interests for 
the conservation, development, and 
enhancement of the anadromous fishery 
(those that migrate from salt to fresh water for 
spawning) resources of the U.S. 


Antiquities Act of 1906, as amended (16 U.S.C. 431) 
Regulates salvage of any object of antiquity in marine 
protected areas in which the U.S. has the 
authority to protect submerged cultural 
resources. 


Archeological and Historical Preservation Act 
(16 U.S.C. 469)  
Requires federal agencies to identify and recover data from 
archeological sites threatened by their actions. 


Archeological Resources Protection Act (16 U.S.C. 
470aa-470ll)  
Requires permits and provides for civil and criminal penalties 
for persons disturbing archeological resources on Federal and 
Tribal land without a permit. 


Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401) (CAA)  
Requires agencies to comply with State air quality standards set 
in State Implementation Plans. 


Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.); also known as the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 (CWA)  
Protects, restores, and enhances the quality of the nation’s 
waters.  


Coastal Barrier Resources Act of 1982 (16 U.S.C. 3501-
3510) 
Protects undeveloped coastal barriers and related areas by 
prohibiting direct or indirect Federal funding of various 
projects in these areas that might support development. 


Coastal Zone Management Act (Public Law 92-583, 
16 U.S.C. 1451-1456) (CZMA)  
Federal agency activity within or outside the coastal zone that 
affects any land or water use or natural resource of the coastal 
zone shall be carried out in a manner which is consistent to the 
maximum extent practicable with the enforceable policies of 
approved State management programs. 


Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 
and Liability Act (42 U.S.C. 9601-9675) (CERCLA)  
Requires reporting of releases and cleanup of releases of 
hazardous substances; also assigns liability for cleanup. 


Emergency Wetlands Resources Act of 1986 (16 
U.S.C. 3901-3932)  


Promotes the conservation of wetlands to 
maintain the public benefits they provide, 


and to fulfill international obligations 
contained in various migratory bird 
treaties and conventions. 


Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C. 
1531) (ESA)  


Requires consultation with the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to ensure that 


actions do not jeopardize threatened or endangered species or 
their critical habitat. 


Federal Water Project Recreation Act of 1965 (Public Law 
89-72, July 9, 1965, 79 Stat. 213; 16 U.S.C. 4601-12 et seq.), 
as amended  
Requires Federal agencies to consider potential outdoor 
recreational opportunities and fish and wildlife enhancement 
when planning navigation, flood control, reclamation, 
hydroelectric, or multipurpose water resource projects. 


Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U.S.C. Sec. 661 
01/03/95) (FWCA)  
Requires consultation with the USFWS on actions affecting 
stream modifications. 


Flood Control Act of 1944, as amended (16 U.S.C. 460) 
Authorizes the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) to 
construct, maintain, and operate public park and recreational 
facilities at water resource development projects. 


Food Security Act of 1985 (16 U.S.C. 3811 et seq.) 
Denies Federal farm program benefits to producers who 
converted wetlands after December 23, 1985 and creates a 
system for inadvertent violations allowing farmers to regain 
lost Federal benefits if they restore converted wetlands. 


Historic Sites Act of 1935 (16 U.S.C. 461)  
Provides for the preservation of historic American sites, 
buildings, objects, and antiquities of national significance, and 
for other purposes. 







Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management 
Act, as amended by the Sustainable Fisheries Act of 1996 
(Public Law 104-267; 16 U.S.C. 1801)  
Requires Federal agencies to notify National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Fisheries regarding a 
proposed action that may adversely affect Essential Fish 
Habitat (EFH). 


Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. 701-719c)  
Decreed that all migratory birds and their parts (including eggs, 
nests, and feathers) are fully protected. 


National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (16 
U.S.C. 470 et seq.) and amendments of 1980 (16 U.S.C. 
469a) (NHPA)  
Requires agencies to identify historic properties subject to 
effect by their actions, and to consult with the State Historic 
Preservation Officer and others about alternatives and 
mitigation. 


Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 
(25 U.S.C. 3001) 
Provides protection of Native American graves and for other 
purposes including to clarify the right of ownership of artifacts. 


Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960, as amended (16 U.S.C. 469) 
Gives the National Park Service (NPS) major responsibility for 
preservation of archaeological data that might be lost 
specifically through dam construction.  


Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 
(42 U.S.C. 6901-6992k) (RCRA)  
Regulates the collection, storage, transport, and disposal of 
hazardous and solid waste and regulates underground storage 
tanks. 


Rivers and Harbors Act of 1888 (33 U.S.C. 608); of 1899 (33 
U.S.C. 401-413); as amended and supplemented (33 U.S.C. 
426 et seq.)  
Corps is authorized to regulate the construction of any structure 
or work within navigable waters. Further amendments and 
supplements prohibit the construction of any bridge, dam, dike 
or causeway over or in navigable waterways of the U.S. 
without Congressional approval and provide that storage may 
be included for present and future municipal or industrial water 
supply in Corps or U.S. Bureau of Reclamation projects. 


Safe Drinking Water Act (Public Law 93-523; 42 U.S.C. 
300f – j-10) (SDWA)  
Protects the quality of drinking water the public receives from 
public water systems. 


Water Resources Development Act of 1986, as amended 
1988, 1990, 1992, 1995, and 1996 (Public Law 99-662; 33 
U.S.C. 2201-2330,)  
Provides for the conservation and development of water and 
related resources and the improvement and rehabilitation of the 
nation's water resources infrastructure. 


Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act, 
16 U.S.C. 1001  
Provides for cooperation with State and local constituents for 
the purpose of preventing erosion, floodwater, and sediment 
damages in the watersheds of the rivers and streams of the U.S. 


and furthering the conservation, development, utilization, and 
disposal of water and the conservation and utilization of land 
thereby preserving, protecting, and improving the nation's land 
and water resources and the quality of the environment. 


Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1961 (Public 
Law 87-88) 
Requires Federal agencies to consider, during the planning for 
any reservoir, storage to regulate streamflow for the purpose of 
water quality control. 


EO 11514: Protection and Enhancement of Environmental 
Quality 
Federal agencies shall initiate measures needed to direct their 
policies, plans, and programs so as to meet national 
environmental goals. The CEQ, through the Chairman, shall 
advise and assist the President in leading this national effort. 


EO 11988: Floodplain Management  
Directs all Federal agencies to avoid, if possible, development 
and other activities in the 100-year base floodplain.  


EO 11990: Protection of Wetlands  
Directs all Federal agencies to avoid, if possible, adverse 
effects on wetlands and to preserve and enhance the natural and 
beneficial values of wetlands.  


EO 12088: Federal Compliance with Pollution Control 
Standards  
Delegates responsibility to the head of each executive agency 
for ensuring that all necessary actions are taken for the 
prevention, control, and abatement of environmental pollution. 


EO 12898: Federal Actions to Address Environmental 
Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income 
Populations (Environmental Justice)  
Requires each Federal agency to make achieving environmental 
justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as 
appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health 
or environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities 
on minority populations and low-income populations. 


EO 13045: Protection of Children from Environmental 
Health Risks and Safety Risks  
Requires each Federal agency to make it a high priority to 
identify and assess environmental health risks and safety risks 
that may disproportionately affect children and ensure that its 
policies, programs, activities, and standards address 
disproportionate risks to children that result from 
environmental health risks or safety risks. 


EO 13175: Consultation and Coordination with Indian 
Tribal Governments  
In formulating or implementing policies that have Tribal 
implications, requires agencies to consult with Tribal officials 
regarding the need for Federal standards and any alternatives 
that would limit the scope of Federal standards or otherwise 
preserve the prerogatives and authority of Indian Tribes. 





		What’s covered under the NEPA umbrella?

		The National Environmental Policy Act, Public Law 91-190 (NEPA)






                                          
                        


 


 


 


 


 


 
  


 


Mobile District 


___ Drainage Basin 
Apalachicola, Chattahoochee & Flint (ACF) River  Basin 
Fact Sheet 


What is a “Basin”? 
Where ever you are right now and 
wherever your property is, you and 
your property are always in one! 


The term “basin” refers to a “drainage 
basin” or “watershed” and is the area of 
land that catches rain (and other precipi-
tation) that eventually drains or seeps 
into a marsh, river, lake, or groundwa-
ter. What separates different drainage 
basins/ watersheds from each other are 
ridges of higher land. 


Drainage basins come in all different 
shapes and sizes. Some are millions of 
square miles and some are just a few 
acres. But no matter what size they are,  
basins are nearly always part of a larger  
basin area. The 19,600 square mile  
ACF Basin includes everything that 
eventually flows into the ACF – from 
above Lake Sidney Lanier  all the way to 
the Gulf of Mexico. The drainage basins  
for Lanier, West Point, George,  
Andrews, and Lake Seminole, vary in 
size as does the scenery and topogra-
phy. 


Cumulative Watershed/Basin Size: 
Lanier= 1,040 square miles 
West Point= 3,440 square miles 
George= 7,460 square miles 
Seminole= 17,230 square miles 
Total = 19,600 square miles 


ACF Basin Size by State: 
74% in Georgia 
15% in Alabama 
11% in Florida 


To keep you informed, the Corps has developed a “Drought Information” websites at http:// 
www.sam.usace.army.mil  Check it out for latest lake level, projections, boat ramp closures, news re-
leases, and more! 



http://www.sam.usace.army.mil

http://www.sam.usace.army.mil






  ___                                                             Authorized Purposes 
         Apalachicola, Chattahoochee & Flint (ACF) River  Basin           
         Fact Sheet Mobile District 


The Apalachicola, Chattahoochee, & Flint (ACF) River Basin Reservoirs—Lake Lanier, 
West Point, Walter F. George, George Andrews and Lake Seminole are operated as multipur-
pose reservoirs, with consideration given to all authorized purposes.  Corps hydraulic engi-
neers (basin managers) must balance these competing needs. There is potential for conflict 
between these purposes, especially during drought conditions. 
 
Basin managers must consider and evaluate many factors to determine the appropriate man-
agement of water at each reservoir. In addition, to the constraints of the authorized purposes, 
they must also consider power contract commitments, hydrologic and climatologic factors, 
downstream lake and basin wide conditions, potential threats of flood and drought, and reser-
voir levels.  When a drought occurs, inflows to the reservoir are significantly reduced while the 
challenge to maintain lake levels is significantly increased.  The authorized purposes for the 
reservoirs do not change during a drought; we still must manage for them all, however critical 
needs throughout the basin must be prioritized during periods of scarcity. 
 
To keep you informed, the Corps has developed a “Drought Information” website at 
http://www.sam.usace.army.mil. Check it out for latest reservoir level, projections, boat ramp 
closures, news releases, and more! 
 
 













How the ACF River Systems are Managed 


Nearly everyone likes to go to the lake whether for 
fishing, swimming, boating, picnicking, or just 
sightseeing. But often the lake is not full. The water is 
either higher or lower than when last visited. What 
makes the lake levels go up and down? Are changes in 
some lake levels necessary? Why are some lakes always 
full, while others go up and down? This fact sheet will 
answer some of these questions. 


In the southeast, rain falls in nearly every month. 
However, the need for water in the summer and fall can 
often exceed the natural supply, which is contrasted with 
the usual overabundance of water in the historically wet 
winter and spring months. One important function of 
lakes is to store water during abundant times so it can be 
used when it is scarce. Most of the big lakes were built to 
serve many purposes. It is in serving these purposes, 
which are outlined below, that water is released causing 
a fall in lake levels.  


Water Management 
The Water Management Section of the Corps meets 
weekly with representatives from the various areas of 
responsibility for which the river systems are operated - 
hydropower, recreation, navigation, environmental, 
public affairs, and others areas - to exchange information 
concerning the operation of the river systems. The Corps 
makes water management decisions for the upcoming 
week using the information obtained at the weekly 
meeting. A District River System Status Report is 
prepared each week that summarizes the conditions 
and activities in each of the river basins (see 
http://www.sam.usace.army.mil/pa/riverstatus.htm). The 
Corps also uses action zones to guide its operation of the 
lakes on the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint (ACF) 
system. The action zones provide guidelines on meeting 
the project purposes for each lake. The multiple project 
purposes on the ACF system include: 


• Hydropower 
• Navigation 
• Water supply 
• Water quality 
• Flood control 
• Fish and wildlife 
• Recreation 


Action Zones 
Action zones have been defined for each of the major 
storage projects on the ACF- Buford Dam and Lake 


Lanier, West Point Dam and Lake, and Walter F. 
George Dam and Lake. They are shown on the 5-week 
forecast charts that are found online at 
http://water.sam.usace.army.mil/acfframe.htm. The 
Corps uses these zones to manage the lakes at the highest 
level possible for recreation and other purposes that 
benefit from high lake levels. The actions zones also 
provide guidance on meeting minimum hydropower 
needs at each project and for determining the amount of 
storage available for downstream purposes. The 
development of these zones was based on the past 
operation of the projects which considered time-of-year, 
historical pool level/release relationships, operational 
limits for conservation, and recreational resource impact 
levels. The action zones are basic guidelines for 
operating the river system; however, there might be other 
factors and activities that could cause the lakes to operate 
differently than the zones shown on the graphs. Some of 
these factors range from flood-control actions, fish-spawn 
operations, maintenance and repair of turbines, emergency 
situations such as drownings and chemical spills, 
drawdowns because of shoreline maintenance, releases 
made to free stuck barges, and other circumstances. 


All three lakes are operated to maintain their lake level in 
the same zones concurrently. However, because the 
hydrologic and physical characteristics of the river 
system and factors mentioned above, there might be brief 
periods when one lake is in a lower zone than the other. 
If this occurs, the Corps tries to bring the lakes back in 
balance with each other as soon as conditions allow. By 
doing this, impacts to the river basin are shared equitably 
among the projects. 


Hydropower 
Hydropower was the very first form of electrical 
generation. Although no longer the primary source of 
energy for our homes, stores, and factories, water power 
still plays an important part in giving us reliable and 
relatively inexpensive energy. Most hydropower 
generation is peaking power. The generators are turned 
on when there is the most, or peak, demand for power. 
Hydropower can start quickly, making it an important 
safety feature of an electric system. 


Hydropower from the Corps lakes is sold to a number of 
cooperatives and municipal retail suppliers of power. For 
the power to be sold, the government must guarantee that 
certain minimum amounts will be available in dry 
periods. These minimum generation targets along with 
other demands can result in declining lake levels during 
extended dry periods or in droughts. 



http://www.sam.usace.army.mil/pa/riverstatus.htm

http://water.sam.usace.army.mil/acfframe.htm





Navigation 
Navigation was one of the earliest uses of our 
southeastern rivers. Indians and early settlers used the 
rivers for transportation and commerce. Keeping our 
rivers clear for navigation was one of the first missions 
for the Corps of Engineers. Today's commercial barge 
lines still use rivers to move significant quantities of bulk 
materials by barge. 


The Apalachicola and lower Alabama Rivers are two 
rivers that require flow to assure adequate depths. A 
minimum flow is needed which will assure useable 
depths. In drier months, water is taken from reservoirs to 
augment natural river flow. This can often result in the 
decline in reservoir levels. Presently, navigation on the 
Apalachicola River occurs only during seasonal periods, 
in the winter and early spring months, when there are 
adequate natural flows to support the required navigable 
depths. Other special shipments may occur on an 
emergency basis, but are scheduled and managed to 
minimize the impacts of fluctuating lake and river levels. 


Water Supply 
Much of the water supply in the southeast comes from 
streams, rivers, or lakes. Years ago there was sufficient 
flow in our streams and rivers, even in the worst 
droughts, to supply the relatively small water supply use. 
However, our cities and industries have grown and 
become more dependent on the use of stored waters to 
assure a dependable water supply. Whether water is 
withdrawn from rivers below dams or withdrawn from 
lakes directly, today’s uses depend on stored water - 
water that has been held back by dams when conditions 
are wetter. 


Water Quality 
Many dams have obligations for minimum releases for 
environmental protection. These minimum flow releases 
from dams help to assure healthy aquatic life, even when 
treated or used waters are added at downstream points. 
The operation of the lake can influence water quality in 
the lake as it relates to nutrients and dissolved oxygen 
and can help benefit water quality purposes on the 
downstream lakes and rivers.  


Flood Control 
Heavy rains produce floods, which can raise a lake level 
several feet overnight. When floods are over, it is 
important to get the lake ready to store the next flood that 
could be coming. When a flood event is occurring, 
releases from the dam are curtailed or minimized until 
downstream conditions allow, or if the lake reaches its 
capacity to hold flood waters. When conditions allow, 


the Corps releases water to evacuate the flood waters as 
quickly as possible to prepare for the next potential flood 
event. 


Not all Corps projects are designed for flood control, and 
no dam can prevent every flood. Some major floods will 
eventually exceed the flood capacity of a dam. Typically, 
in a major flood, the dam will help reduce the peak flow 
of a flood and help reduce the amount of damages that 
might have occurred if the dam was not there. 


Fish and Wildlife 
Fish and wildlife conservation is an authorized project 
purpose at Corps reservoir projects. The Corps 
recognizes the importance of keeping a healthy 
population of fish in lakes. Each year in coordination 
with the US Fish and Wildlife Service and State fishery 
agencies, the Corps works to hold lake levels stable 
during the spring fish spawn period, and to also provide 
releases as necessary in support of fish spawn in 
downstream river reaches during designated periods. At 
other times of the year, the Corps cooperates by 
manipulating releases and lake levels to enhance 
fisheries, both in the reservoirs and in the downstream 
river reaches. 


Recreation 
Recreation at Corps lakes has become a very important 
resource with a large economic expansion based on local 
and interstate tourism. Of these Federal projects, Lake 
Lanier has become the most visited Corps lake in the 
United States. Walter F. George and West Point Lakes 
also rank highly among most visited Corps projects. A 
wide variety of recreational opportunities are provided at 
these sites including boating, fishing, picnicking, 
camping, skiing, and sightseeing. 


In response to meeting other water requirements at the 
projects, lake levels might decline during prime 
recreation periods. Large reservoir drawdowns are 
detrimental to recreational use as access to the water for 
boaters and swimmers is inhibited, safety hazards result 
from large trees left in the water for fishery protection, 
and exposed banks and lake bottoms appear unsightly. 
Therefore, the Corps seeks to maintain a steady, full 
pool, when possible. 


To maximize the potential recreational use of all the 
projects, the reservoirs in the ACF basin are operated as 
a system, keeping the drawdown levels and rates 
balanced among the reservoirs. The Corps gives these 
considerations greater attention during the primary 
recreation season of May through early September. 
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Water Management on the World Wide Web 


http://water.sam.usace.army.mil/ by RIVER BASIN Click on 
Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint (ACF)  
Information Available on the Web Page: 


o Today's Project Data 
o ACF Lake Elevation and 5-Week Forecast 
o ACF River Level Forecasts 
o ACF Historical Project Data 
o ACF Water Resource Links 
o Lake Elevation and 5-Week Forecast 
o ACF River Level Forecasts 
o Elevation Charts for Last 30 Days 
o Stream Gage Data 


Five week Lake Level Forecast 
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http://water.sam.usace.army.mil/

http://water.sam.usace.army.mil/acfframe.htm





Woodruff
 
Blountstown 


Mobile District Reservoir Storage Chart 
http://gis.sam.usace.army.mil/ Click on GIS DATA and choose the Mobile District Basemap



http://gis.sam.usace.army.mil/
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